Section 1 Understanding the MediaSpace Setup

- Enabling User Permissions – Prerequisites
- Understanding Content Collections
- Understanding Categories
- Understanding Channels
- Categories vs. Channels
- Understanding Roles and Permissions for Categories and Channels
- Understanding Privacy Types
- Understanding Application Roles
- Understanding Entitlement Permissions
- Understanding Roles and Permissions

Section 2 Setting Up MediaSpace Content in the KMC

- Uploading MediaSpace Content from the KMC
- Setting up MediaSpace Categories in the KMC
- Adding Content to your MediaSpace Categories
- Adding Members and Contributors via the KMC
- Setting up MediaSpace Channels
- Displaying Channels in MediaSpace
- Setting Permissions for Creating a MediaSpace Channel
- Assigning MediaSpace Content to Channels
- Assigning User Permissions to MediaSpace Channels
- Assigning User Permissions to MediaSpace Channels in the KMC
- Assigning Managers to a MediaSpace Channel
- Assigning User Permissions to a Channel in MediaSpace
- Setting up MediaSpace to Run on HTTPS

Section 3 Authenticating and Authorizing Users in MediaSpace

- Scenario 1: Authentication and Authorization Are Managed in Organizational Systems
- Scenario 2: Authentication and Authorization are Managed by Kaltura
- Scenario 3: Authentication is Managed in an Organizational System, Authorization is Managed by Kaltura
- Scenario 4: Authentication and Authorization Are Managed in Multiple Locations
- Enabling Common Login Configurations
- Authentication Methods
- Enabling Authentication and Authorization Methods
- Configuring LDAP Authentication and Authorization
- Configuring SSO Gateway Authentication and Authorization
- Configuring Header Authentication
- Persistent Cookies
- Configuring Kaltura Authentication and Authorization for MediaSpace
- Enabling Configuration for Multiple Authentication Providers
- Configure the Display for the Login Screen for Each authMethod
Section 4 Organizational Strategy for MediaSpace Entitlements

- Terminology
- Planning Considerations - Kaltura MediaSpace Channels and Permissions Planning Guide
- Planning How to Manage Channels and Channel Permissions
  - Understanding Planning Considerations
  - What types of channels will be in your video portal?
  - For which units in your organization do you want to create a MediaSpace channel?
  - What should be the typical/default privacy level required for channels of each type?
  - What changes in your organization should require an update to channel user permissions?
  - What is the frequency and volume of the relevant organizational changes?
  - What is the acceptable lag time for channel permissions to be updated in MediaSpace following an organizational change?
  - How available is your organizational IT Department?
  - Do you have resources for developing and maintaining an automated update of channel permissions based on changes in your organizational information systems?
- Understanding Channel Management Types
- Creating MediaSpace Channels
  - Creating Channels in MediaSpace – by Users
  - Creating Channels Centrally – by Administrators
  - Creating MediaSpace Channels in Bulk
  - Creating MediaSpace Channels Individually
- Creating and Updating Channel Permissions
  - Assigning Channel Permissions
- Automatically Updating Channel Permissions
  - Enabling Manual Overrides of Automatically Updated Channel Permissions
- Deleting MediaSpace Channels
- Deactivating Channel Memberships
- Creating and Updating the Add Members Auto-Complete List
- Setting Up the Initial Add Members Auto-Complete List
- Updating the Add Members Auto-Complete List

Section 5 Setting the Home Page - Kaltura MediaSpace

Section 6 Customizing the Look and Feel

- Choosing a Different Included Style
- Uploading your Own Custom Style.

Section 7 Setting Email Notifications and Channel Subscriptions

- Email Notifications.
- Upgrading Email Notifications from Global to Application Specific
- Channel Subscriptions

Section 8 MediaSpace Administration: Actions and Configurable Fields

- User Management
- Backup and Restore KMS Data
- Configuration Modules